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Attention all burger lovers! Get ready to sink your teeth into the largest burger in 
Barcelona, if not the whole of Spain. El Pintxos de Pertritxol, Barcelona has just 
announced the most epic food challenge to hit Barcelona: 

The Behemoth Burger,  Big-Eat Challenge! 

The first of its kind , USA style, giant burger, Big-Eat Challenge! However, be 
warned as this challenge is not for the faint-hearted. The Burger  comes in one 
size, Gigantic! This mouthwatering tower of absolute pleasure has been created 
by the team to be a 4-person challenge and a unique experience for anybody 
that hasnt experienced a USA style mega-burger before.  Aside from it being an 
absolute feast for the eyes and senses, it tastes absolutely fantastic.

If you can finish it in under 20 minutes, you’ll not only get a 50% discount on 
your meal, but you’ll also earn a place in gastronomical history on the wall 
of Kings.

We were lucky enough to be invited along to try this New Mega Burger. Let 
me start by saying I have never seen a burger like this in my life and is a true 
experience to behold. Dont miss out on this one. A great experience and memory 
for the children, a birthday celebration. Maybe a stag party or just some  good 
old fashioned family time together. It is certainly a burger that will make all 
other burgers in Barcelona shake in fear  The official 50% off challenge is for 
designed for 4 people, but there is nothing to stop more of you going to eat this 
crazy creation. 

FACE THE BEHEMOTH 
IF YOU DARE

HAVE YOU GOT 
WHAT IT TAKES?
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So the challenge is a stacked mega-burger 
consisting of 3kg of the finest flame-grilled 
beef patties, crammed with handfuls of sweet 
crispy bacon, slabs of breaded deep-fried 
cheese, hash-browns, pickles,  mushrooms, 
lettuce, tomatoes, fried-onions and grilled 
cheese literally oozing from every layer. As if 
that weren’t enough, it comes with a mountain 
of golden crispy home cooked chips and onion 
rings and your first pint of beer or soft drink to 
wash it all down. 

Simply put, this is the largest and 
tastiest burger you’ll find in 
Barcelona, and it’s available right 
now at El Pintxos de Petritxol, 9

Amongst this burger brutality let’s not forget 
the Prize! Finish the challenge in less than 20 
minutes and pay only 50% of your bill. Then 
bask in the glory as you transcend to become 
part of local legend and stake your claim 
in gastronomical history amidst the wall of 
Kings. Even if you don’t finish it, take home a 
magnificent doggy box for later and join the 
wall of worthy warriors.

No we didnt finish it. Burger 1 - 0 Man   

Even without the challenge, El Pintxo 
de Pertritxols Gigantosaur of a Burger is 
exceptionally delicious, great value for money 
and a truly spectacular sight and experience. 

So what are you waiting for? Call El Pintxos 
to reserve your Big-Eat Challenge and make 
sure they are ready for you. Trust us, it’s an 
experience you won’t want to miss. You can 
find them at Carrer De Petritxol, 9, Barcelona. 
Just off of the famous La Rambla,

+34 933 490 054


